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Born in Turin, Italy; family was influential and well-connected, but not wealthy

Worked as a mathematician in Turin, Berlin and Paris

Wilson’s theorem; Pell’s equation; theorem on polynomial congruences; four squares theorem

Also known for: work in analysis, calculus of variations, theory of equations, mechanics

Married Vittoria Conti; no children; after Vittoria’s death, married Renée-Francoise-Adélaide Le Monnier
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- *Essai sur la Théorie des Nombres* (1808)
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- Also known for: *Éléments de Géométrie*; Legendre polynomials; work in elliptic functions and mechanics
- Married Marguerite-Claudine Couhin after losing his fortune in the French Revolution
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- Born in Brunswick to poor, working-class parents; worked in Germany all his life
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- Also known for: work in linear algebra, analysis, differential geometry, statistics, astronomy, potential theory
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